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Free Linux eBooks for Beginners to Advanced This section lists out those Linux eBooks that are ‘complete’ in nature. The GNU/Linux Advanced Administration The elements of this 500+ pages ebook are related with system administration. This eBook consist of basic use of shell, general commands, their usage and how to use shell to make complex
work easy. Most of them are not aware of how one can perform with it. Though I think some parts of this book needs to be updated, it is still a very good book to teach you about Linux, its file system, command line, networking and other related stuff. In this section, we’ll see various Linux commands free eBooks. Download – Linux Shell Scripting
Cookbook 8. Introduction to Linux is a free eBook from The Linux Documentation Project and it is one of the most popular free Linux books out there. with this manual start discovering Linux today. Free materials to learn Linux for absolute beginners So perhaps you have just heard of Linux from your friends or from a discussion online. This book has
over 900+ pages of various advanced commands and their examples. The answer to this simple looking question ‘how to learn Linux’ is not at all simple. Not official and perhaps not very popular. This ebook is must needed one for any serious Linux system administrator. The Debian Administration’s Handbook starts with Debian history, installation,
package management etc and then moves on to cover topics like LAMP, virtual machines, storage management and other core sysadmin stuff. If you are new to Linux and want quick and easy access to get started with it than this is it. The Linux Documentation Project is behind this eBook again and it’s the same author who wrote Introduction to
Linux eBook (discussed earlier in this article). Download – A Newbie’s Getting Started Guide 3. The Linux Command Line [eBook] This 500+ pages of free eBook by William Shotts is the MUST HAVE for anyone who is serious about learning Linux command line. 3. Advanced Linux Programming If you think you know enough about Linux and you are a
pro, then why not create your own Linux distribution? Linux From Scratch (LFS) is a project that provides you with step-by-step instructions for building your own custom Linux system, entirely from source code. Worry not. What I mean is that these are like academic textbooks that focus on each and every aspects of Linux, well most of it. It also
provides readers to create and modify Linux system according to their needs, including security, directory layout and script set up. But this little website is the perfect place for a no non-sense Linux learning for beginners. Linux Command Line Cheat Sheet With this concise set of notes you will get daily updates in your email for free. Brief: In this
article, I’ll share with you the best resource to learn Linux for free. And yes, it is endorsed by Linus Torvalds, the father of Linux himself. Download – Create Your Own Linux from Scratch TecMint is the fastest growing and most trusted community site for any kind of Linux Articles, Guides and Books on the web. If you just want to get started with
Bash scripting, this could be a good companion for you. So, you could download and start improving your Linux skills from very beginning to advance level. This free eBook by Paul Cobbaut teaches you about Linux history, installation and focuses on the basic Linux commands you should know. You can also use them for reference even if you are at
expert level. Written for absolute beginners in mind, this free Linux eBook gives you a quick overview of Linux, common Linux commands and other things that you need to learn to get started with Linux. Come out of your shell and dive into this collection of practically tested shell scripting recipes that you can start using in your system right away.
Please, disable it and then reload the page to make download links visible. Advanced Bash-Scripting Guide This 270 pages eBook from The Geek Stuff teaches you the essentials of Linux command lines with easy to follow practical examples. If you’re planning to take your Linux learning process to more admin/expert level, then we’ve compiled a list of
10 Free Linux eBooks that will help you to build your Linux skills foundation very strong. The eBook starts with explaining what is Linux and then go on to provide more practical usage of Linux as a desktop. Not the prettiest book here but if you really need to go deeper with your scripts, this old-yet-gold book could be helpful. Again, there is no best
way to learn Linux. I bet that you’ll be a hell lot of better Linux user after reading this book. If someone has never used Linux, be it command line or desktop version, that person might be just wondering to know more about it.If someone uses Windows as the desktop but have to use Linux command line at work, that person might be interested in
learning Linux commands.If someone has been using Linux for sometimes and is aware of the basics but he/she might want to go to the next level.If someone is just interested in getting your way around a specific Linux distribution.If someone is trying to improve or learn Bash scripting which is almost synonymous with Linux command line.If someone
is willing to make a career as a Linux SysAdmin or trying to improve his/her sysadmin skills. Managing Linux Systems with Webmin In this 808 pages eBook you will learn the browser based Linux/Unix administrator with Webmin in a systematic and step by step. Most of the people abominate the command line, but it’s one of the most systematic way
to get things done. Linux System Administration is ideal as an introduction to Linux for Unix veterans, MCSEs, and mainframe administrators, and as an advanced (and refresher) guide for existing Linux administrators who will want to jump into the middle of the book. Everything is now in one handy guide. Download – User Mode Linux 5. Problem is
that different people have different meanings of learning Linux. This book has over 175 pages and it covers a number of topics around Linux command line in Bash. How to learn Linux? Even if you think you know things about Linux, you’ll be amazed at how much this book still teaches you. I wish these examples will help you a lot and understand
Linux system better and motivates you to try things on your own. This ebook gives you a brief explanation on how to install, configure and secure basic system services, such as file systems, Apache, MySQL, PostgreSQL, FTP, Squid, Samba, Sendmail, Users/Groups, Printing and much more. I hope you find this article helpful in learning Linux. Another
free eBook by Paul Cobbaut. It deals with sophisticated features such as multiprocessing, multi-threading, interprocess communication, and interaction with hardware devices. 10 Free Linux ebooks We have presented ebook’s order from getting started guide to advance administration in Linux. If you have no idea about what is Linux and you want to
get started with it, I suggest you to go ahead with the free video course provided by the Linux Foundation on edX. Disclaimer: All the books listed here are legal to download. Download – Linux Command Line Cheat Sheet 4. Linux System Administration Networking is the bread and butter of a SysAdmin, and this book by Paul Cobbaut (again) is a good
reference material. This book focuses on file permissions, acls, SELinux, users and passwords etc. As the name suggests, it deals with Bash Shell (if I can call that). This book by Paul Cobbaut (yes, him again) explains disk management on Linux in detail and introduces a lot of other storage-related technologies. Download – Managing Linux Systems
with Webmin 7. This ebook include discussions on networking and security in depth, implementing cluster, future of virtualization and other specialized configuration examples for setting up user mode Linux servers. The sources mentioned here are the official sources, as per my knowledge. Download – A Hands on Guide 2. This book accommodate
real examples that procure from the author’s experience as an Linux system administrator or a trainer. Download – The GNU/Linux Advanced Administration 6. So you now have plenty of reading materials. You are intrigued about the hype around Linux and you are overwhelmed by the vast information available on the internet but just cannot figure
out exactly where to look for to know more about Linux. 1. You can get the book from the link below: As the name suggests, this is for advanced users who are or want to develop software for Linux. This 318 pages eBook spotlights the Linux from beginning and the advantages of using this system. This is a collection of websites, online video courses
and free eBooks. If you like what you are reading, please consider buying us a coffee ( or 2 ) as a token of appreciation. I must add that you should also focus on essential Linux command lines as it will make your job easier. Shell Scripting: Expert Recipes for Linux Bash Shell scripting eBook is a collection of shell scripting formula that can be
immediately used modified and applied for various solutions. The Debian Administration’s Handbook [eBook] If you use Debian Linux for your servers, this is your bible. Table of Contents Preface Requirements for a Linux System Administrator Setting Up a Linux Multifunction Server The Domain Name System An Initial Internet-Ready Environment
Mail Administering Apache Load-Balanced Clusters Local Network Services Virtualization in the Modern Enterprise Scripting Backing Up Data bash Script Samples Index (1/2) Index (2/2) If you’re using any AdBlock, the download links will not be shown. The 370 pages long eBook covers networking, disk management, user management, kernel
management, library management etc. We are thankful for your never ending support. In this you will learn how to install and configure several computers, how to compress and sync the resources using GNU/Linux. Millions of people visit TecMint! to search or browse the thousands of published articles available FREELY to all. These free resources
include eBooks, video courses, websites etc. Linux Shell Scripting Cookbook Shell is one of the most important tool on a computer system. I know that this is a good collection of free Linux eBooks. Download – Shell Scripting: Expert Recipes for Linux Bash 9. If you're an experienced system administrator looking to acquire Linux skills, or a seasoned
Linux user facing a new challenge, Linux System Administration offers practical knowledge for managing a complete range of Linux systems and servers. You can also check some inexpensive Linux courses on Udemy. Download it and keep it with you always. Shell is the basic way to interacting with Linux/Unix systems, a direction with a list of
ingredients to program a task. A Newbie’s Getting Started Guide To Linux This book is all about learning basic Linux operating system and getting acquaint yourself with the experimental side. Download – Linux Patch Management 10. If you want to practice, you can use one of the online Linux terminals that allow you to run Linux and Bash
commands. And these are divided into sub-categories so that you can easily find what you are looking for when you seek to learn Linux. Free eBooks to learn Linux command line and Shell scripting The real power of Linux lies in the command line and if you want to conquer Linux, you must learn Linux command line and Shell scripting. The designed
system will be arrange completely from the source and the users will be able to specify where, why and how the packages are installed. You see, the answer to “how do I learn Linux” depends on what kind of Linux knowledge you are seeking. Inside, you'll learn how to: Set up a stand-alone Linux serverInstall, configure, maintain, and troubleshoot a
DNS server using BINDBuild an Internet server to manage sites, perform email and file transfers, and moreSet up an email service for a small-to-medium-sized site, complete with authenticationInstall and configure Apache, PHP, and MySQL on a web server built from scratchCombine computers into a load-balanced Apache web server cluster based
on the free Linux Virtual ServerSet up local network services from distributed file systems to DHCP services, gateway services, print services, user management and moreUse Linux virtualization with Xen or VMWare to run multiple kernels on one piece of hardware; manage each kernel's access to processor time, devices, and memoryCreate shell
scripts and adapt them for your own needsBack up and restore data with rsync, tar, cdrecord, Amanda, and MySQL toolsLinux System Administration is not only knowledgeable and practical, but convenient. The ingredients for this book had been scattered throughout mailing lists, forums, and discussion groups, as well as books, periodicals, and the
experiences of colleagues. With the help of simple combine commands you can solve any complex problems that occur in our day to day system usage. This book includes server and data administrator, Linux network, kernel, clustering, security, optimization, migration, tuning with a non-Linux systems. It also has interactive quizzes that you can take
after reading a section or chapter. Security is one of the most important part of a sysadmin’s job. In the course of their research, the authors also solved many problems whose solutions were completely undocumented. You will have more than 50 important Webmin task, it offers step by step instructions, screenshots, and list of configuration files that
are being modified. I have listed a few free eBooks here for SysAdmin which will surely help anyone who is already a SysAdmin or aspirs to be one. If you think you already know basics of Bash scripting and you want to take your skills to the next level, this is what you need. My advice, bookmark this website: This brilliant eBook is available for free

exclusively to It’s FOSS readers all thanks to Linux Training Academy. Your favorite Linux learning material? This Free 40 pages eBook shows you effective use of shell and perform difficult job easier. It covers things from beginners to advanced level. Free eBooks for SysAdmin This section is dedicated to the SysAdmins, the superheroes for
developers. Linux is an open source operating system, it very fast and safe than window. There are various sub-parts of this project, you can check it out on its website and download the books from there. If you are looking to build a career as a Linux SysAdmin, I recommend getting professional certification from The Linux Foundation, the
organization that employs Linux creator Linus Torvalds. Following the book will help you develop a faster, reliable and secure program that uses the full capability of a GNU/Linux system. They now pass their lessons on to you. If you have some other resources that could be helpful in learning Linux, do share with us. Please note to share only the legal
downloads so that I can update this article with your suggestion(s) without any problem. You can also try new distributions, demonstrate with buggy software, and even test security. Create Your Own Linux from Scratch The Linux from Scratch eBook furnishes readers with the framework and direction to build and design own custom Linux system.
There's also live online events, interactive content, certification prep materials, and more. Call it DIY Linux but this is a great way to put your Linux expertise to the next level. It totally up to you how you go about learning Linux, by online web portals, downloaded eBooks, video courses or something else. In fact, if you have to work on Linux terminal
on your job, having a good knowledge of Linux command line will actually help you in your tasks and perhaps help you in advancing your career as well (as you’ll be more efficient). We have organized a list of useful Linux commands that can be used to make your work more efficiently. But this could always be made better. Linux Patch Management
The ebook provides a patch management techniques for Red Hat, CentOS, Fedora, SUSE, Debian, and other leading distributions to minimize impacts on administration, networks and users. This is the last eBook by Paul Cobbaut in our list here. The book summarizes the steps you need to build everything from standalone SOHO hubs, web servers,
and LAN servers to load-balanced clusters and servers consolidated through virtualization. This book also features recipes system tools, shell features and system admin. Introduction to Linux – A Hands on Guide This guide was designed as a summary of the Linux Operating System, a helping hand to newbies as an investigation journey and getting
starter guide with physical activities at the end of each chapter. Along the way, you'll learn about all of the tools you need to set up and maintain these working environments.Linux is now a standard corporate platform with users numbering in the hundreds of millions, and there is a definite shortage of talented administrators. This is a free to
download eBook for Linux beginners. Get full access to Linux System Administration and 60K+ other titles, with free 10-day trial of O'Reilly. The AWK Programming Language 4. This is perhaps the most commonly asked question in our Facebook group for Linux users. Webmin provides you a browser based remedy for virtual and everyday Linux/Unix
administrator work. This is a free eBook to download from GNU. Most of us, if not all, have been to your stage. The ebooks provides a comprehensive coverage on how to use yum, apt and yast online updates to keep your system up-to-date and will reduce your costs, improve the availability of your systems, and dramatically enhance your personal
efficiency. Your feedback is welcome :) Facebook 2K Twitter 48 LinkedIn 5 Reddit 5 You can read those as an absolute beginner or you can read those for deeper understanding as an intermediate Linux user. User Mode Linux With this User Mode Linux ebook you can design virtual Linux machines within a Linux computer and use it safely for testing
and debug applications, network services, and even kernels. You can download the latest version of this eBook from the link below: The Ultimate Linux Newbie Guide 2. And for this purpose, I have collected a bunch of free Linux resources that you could use for learning Linux. However, if you find it otherwise, please let me know so that I can take
appropriate action. Consider it an official course by the organization that ‘maintains’ Linux. The website is designed beautifully and is well organized based on the topics.
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